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Gaining recognition from peers is important for students’ development of physics identity – the extent
to which they view themselves as a physics person (Carlone & Johnson, 2007; Hazari, Sonnert,
Sadler, & Shanahan, 2010). Previous research, however, has found gender differences in both
perceived and actual recognition: men perceive significantly more recognition from others (perceived
recognition) than women (Hazari, Sadler, & Sonnert, 2013) and men receive significantly more
nominations for being strong in their physics course from peers (actual recognition) than women
(Bloodhart, Balgopal, Casper, Sample McMeeking, & Fischer, 2020). These findings suggest a few
possible relationships between gender, perceived recognition, and actual recognition, each of which
suggests different implications. For example, it could be that men perceive more recognition than
women on aggregate because men and women have similar perceived recognition from peers at
every level of actual recognition, but men receive more actual recognition than women. Such a
relationship would imply that instructors must create more gender equity in actual recognition, for
instance by providing more ways for women to gain recognition from peers. Alternatively, men might
perceive more recognition than women at every level of actual recognition. This relationship would
imply that either men over-estimate their actual recognition or women under-estimate their actual
recognition, or a combination of the two. The instructional implication in this case would be to ensure
that all students appropriately perceive recognition from peers.
We designed a study to determine these relationships using survey responses from students in
introductory physics courses. We performed multiple different regression analyses relating gender,
actual recognition from peers, and perceived recognition from peers. The best model revealed that
controlling for actual recognition, women perceive significantly lower recognition from their peers than
men (the second hypothesis above). These findings suggest that in order to decrease the gender
difference in perceived peer recognition, and subsequently in physics identity, it is not sufficient to
increase women’s actual recognition from peers. Instead, instructors must teach all students to
appropriately acknowledge and internalize different forms of peer recognition in their physics courses,
for example by teaching about intellectual humility (Sundstrom & Cardetti, 2021).
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